Cn101a timer wiring diagram

Detailed introduction:. Pannel mounted. Advanced pre-setting one week before. Digital
electronic timer switch with daily programs. Lithium battery power reserve when electric supply
cut off. Switching current ac. Shown on the Instruction Manual is "12V Wiring diagram". Never
connect any other power on. The other side can depending on your need. If want to connect V
electrical equipment. Wiring is depending on "V Wiring diagram". No matter which Wiring
diagram. DC: 12V. Color: White. Fitting Depths mm : Power consumption : 4. Resistive Load
LVD. Inductive load cos. Shortest switching time : 1 min. Shortest switching interval: 1 min.
Number of channels " 1. Number of memory spaces : Type of connection : Plug in. Dimension:
68 x 68 x 44 with package. Sign In. Join Free. Inquiry Basket. Get Apps. Post Sourcing Request.
Guangzhou Golden Electric Co. Guangdong, China. Business Type:. Business Range:. Main
Products:. Main Markets:. Sample Available. Visit My Factory. Gold Member Since Audited
Supplier. Print This Page. Favorites Favorites Share. Get Latest Price. Port: Guangzhou, China.
Contact Now. Customized Request. Download Product Catalog. You Might Also Like. Basic Info.
Model NO. Product Description. Custom-Made Voltage. The other side can depending on your
need If want to connect V electrical equipment. Wiring is depending on "V Wiring diagram" No
matter which Wiring diagram. Typical questions asked about products Does this product
support customization? How do you ship the products? What is the warranty for the product?
Once receive your question, the supplier will answer you as soon as possible. Send your
message to this supplier. Miss Nicole Wang. Enter between 20 to 4, characters. Send This is not
what you are looking for? People who viewed this also viewed. Find Similar Products By
Category. Hot Searches. Digital Timer bulkbuy. Product Groups. Contact Supplier. Send
Request Sample Customized Request. All Rights Reserved. Guangzhou, China. Voltage Range.
Voltage scope. Capacitance Resistance Load. Consumed power. Timing Control Range. Timing
error. Relative Humidity. Supply voltage. Working Voltage. Power consumption. Custom-made
voltage. Control power. Display device. Timing range. Power failure memory. Internal battery.
Exterior dimension. Installation method. Panel and apparatus. In this Instructable, we'll be
learning how to use a timer switch and a 12V relay to control the extension of an Actuator.
You'll be able to set the timer with up to 17 time schedules, and have the actuator extend and
retract when the time is right. No coding is required, all control comes from the timer. Any 12V
power supply can be used, as long as it can deliver the current that the actuator requires 5A
minimum suggested. Wiring the relay creates a half bridge. When 12V is applied to Pin 8, the
relay will activate. The default position of the relay is when the relay is deactivated, the active
position is when Pin 8 has 12V on it. The actuator can be wired in 2 ways. One way, the default
position is extended, and the timer controls retraction. The other way, the default position is
retracted, and the timer controls extension. For this example we're using retracted as default
and extended when the relay activates. To change the actuators position when the relay is
deactivated, switch the wires on Pins 5 and 6. If the relay extends, just flip the connections on 5
and 6. The timer is used to control when the actuator is activated. The timer is programmed to
choose which times the switch is closed. This switch is connected to the relay, choosing which
times the relay is active and deactivated. By wiring the switch to 12V, the timers "ON" times will
correspond to the relay being activated. For this example we're setting the timer's "ON" times to
correspond to the relay being activated. First things first, you need to solder wires to the timer.
It doesn't matter which direction you solder the wires, polarity doesn't matter for both the
switch and the power connections. Once everything is wired up, the actuator can be tested.
Pressing the "Manual" button on the timer will simulate the timer activating. The orange light
will turn on and the switch will close. This should cause the relay to activate and the actuator to
extend. If not, check your wiring. The timer has the capability to hold 17 different timing
programs. This gives a huge amount of flexibility, allowing you to program many different
sequences to control your actuator. First things first, you need to program the current day and
time. The timer has a small internal battery so it can go without power for a short amount of
time. To be safe, assume that if it loses power you'll have to reset all the settings. When you
first go through the programs, they will be set to The numbers represent the program number.
When you are on the ON section of the program, you are programming the times that the switch
will be closed and the relay active. When you are in the OFF section of the program, you are
setting the times the switch will be open and the relay deactivated. Each day can be chosen,
weekdays only, weekends only, everyday except X day, every 2nd day There are many options
available for all your needs. In this Instructable, we learned to connect an actuator to a timer
switch to control when the actuator extends and retracts. A project idea would be connecting an
actuator to a window, to open during the day, and to lock shut at night. If you'd like to take a
look at our selection of linear actuators, motions control systems and microcontrollers then
please visit us at We can even build a custom actuator or control system for you based on your
own custom specifications with the help of our highly trained staff of engineers. You can learn

more about the custom order process right here! I follow the wire diagram hooked it all up the
way you showed it and when the linear actuator goes all the way out the light stays on on the
timer and then when it goes all the way in the light goes off I switched five and six around now
it's reversed why is the light staying on on the timer. I made this to open and close a deer feeder
box twice daily. It worked for a month perfectly but then just stopped. I hooked the linear
actuator directly to a newly charged battery and it won't move the arm. Could the actuator
gotten burned out? It should be able to work with a lb load. It only opening a door that's less
than a pound. Reply 4 years ago. If you only used one polarity, and that happened to be the
same polarity the actuator was "maxed" for, the actuator would "not work" even if it was fine.
Sorry to hear that your feeder has stopped working. When you hooked up the actuator directly
to the battery, did you try connecting the actuator in the opposite polarity? If it is not moving
and power is being applied, there are a few possible reasons the actuator stopped working: the
gears could be stripped, the limit switches could be corroded, or the motor and switches could
have burned out. You mention that the actuator can handle a lb load; are you using the PA
actuator? It is not well suited to outdoor use, and the issue could be environmental corrosion or
damage to the motor or limit switches. The actuator also could have been jammed on
something, and the gears may have stripped or the motor burned out. Please give us a call and
we can determine the cause of failure and help you run through some diagnostics. I made this
project, and it does work: the components and wiring diagrams produce a useful 12V actuator
timer. The writing is pretty much useless, and many details are not thought out. I ended up
making my own diagram showing ALL components battery, timer, relay, actuator as separate
graphic blocks and revising to have wire junctions only at the terminals, with no more than two
wires per terminal. Then I did it my way. I recommend 18 wire for most of the diagram. The relay
terminals are tiny screw-down clamps with square pads under rigid little square washers. Just
one question when the timer hits its time and thus powering up the actuator what stops the
power from staying on and burning up the actuator. The relay is wired so that the actuator will
retract when the coil is uncharged, and extend when the coil is powered might be the other way
around depending on how the actuator is connected to pins 5 and 6. The timer is simply
switching the relay on or off. In this setup, the actuator is always connected to 12V whether it is
extending or retracting. The internal limit switches stop the actuator at the ends of its stroke
and open the circuit, preventing the actuator from moving until the polarity of the 12V power is
reversed. Hence, the only way the actuator will burn out in this configuration is if something
jams the actuator before it can fully extend or retract. Do you know what Im looking for? You
don't need the actuator, that is for physically moving something like a latch on a window. Can
anybody help me finding same kind of relay from ebay. Not the progressive automotion because
i need to get it to finland. More by the author:. About: Progressive Automations is your primary
source for electric linear actuators, motion control systems and automation accessories. For
this project, you will need: - 1 x 12v Relay - 1 x Digital Timer - 1 x 12V battery. See the wiring
diagram for details. When you are finished programming press the clock button to return to the
current time. Follow, Like and Subscribe! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It!
Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in
Clocks. Reply Upvote. Joenjmortgage 4 years ago. MasonG21 Joenjmortgage Reply 4 years
ago. Progressive Automations Joenjmortgage Reply 4 years ago. Hi Joenmortgage, Sorry to
hear that your feeder has stopped working. Thanks, - Progressive Automations. MasonG21 4
years ago. Progressive Automations giovine1 Reply 4 years ago. Hi giovine1, The relay is wired
so that the actuator will retract when the coil is uncharged, and extend when the coil is powered
might be the other way around depending on how the actuator is connected to pins 5 and 6.
Hope this answers your question. MarkD mh Reply 4 years ago. DanielF 4 years ago. Size:
approx. Rated Voltage: 12V DC. Full Time Area: 1 min hours. Resistance Load: 16A. Inductive
Load: 8A. Internal Battery: 1. Programmable: 17x week or day. Minimum Interval: 1 minute.
Digital electronic timer with daily programs. Advanced preset a week earlier. Lithium battery
power reserve. Fine workmanship and good performance. Energy saving and efficiency. Long
service life. Used to control the lamp, water heaters, sprayers, fillers, preheaters, agricultural
equipment, broadcasting equipment, home appliance, etc. Package included:. Before starting
the program, the timer should be charged for at least 5 minutes because the built-in battery may
not have a battery. Before setting the program, press the Reset button to clear the stored data
for the new instructions. Please allow mm errors due to manual measurement. Item color
displayed in photos may be showing slightly different on your computer monitor since monitors
are not calibrated same. Payment is needed to receive within 7 days after deal. We only accept
PayPal. PayPal is the only online payment method we accept. And please make sure that your
PayPal registed address is the same with your eBay registed address. Shipping Method.
Shipping Destination. Shippint Time. Economy without Tracking. Standard EMS Express.

Express DHL Express. Customs Declaration:. Import duties, taxes and charges are not included
in the item price or shipping charges. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please
check with your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior
to biddingying. DHL can not reach to few remote areas in your country,if you choose Express
and living remote areas. You should pay the additional shipping charge. If your area belongs to
remote areas, the parcel can't reach, or you need to pay more freight, our customer service will
contact you. If you need to add the tracking number, be sure to contact customer service before
making orders, especial for the people comes from the country of Eastern Europe, the Middle
East and South American. It needs to pay the extra shipping cost! Order can not be shipping to
any P. O boxes. Order can only be shipped to physical addresses. Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information s Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to
customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can
offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing
this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close
this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in
its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is
found in a retail store, unless the item was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See
all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Easy to
use. Detail Image. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot b
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e calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Americas, Europe, Asia, Australia. No
additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 6 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 6. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Economy International Shipping.

